The multiplicities of the powers of a bounded linear operator T, acting on a complex separable infinite-dimensional Banach space X, satisfy the inequalities
(1) p(T") < ii(Th") < hp(T") for all/!,« > 1.
Thus, in particular, if T" is cyclic (i.e., p(T") = 1) for some w > 1, then T"' is also cyclic for all m \ n (where m \ n indicates that m divides n ). This is the only possible general result relating the multiplicities of the different powers of a given operator. Indeed, we have the following result. Theorem 1. Let tTbe a complex separable infinite-dimensional Banach space. Given a sequence M = {/"■"} ^L i of natural numbers, satisfying the inequalities (2) u < phn < ftu forallh,n^l, there exists a nuclear operator T(M) in^C(iT) such that n(T(M)") = u" for all n = 1,2,.... 
.«-I).
Observe that A" is the identity operator, and therefore
It is clear that every operator satisfying this condition must also satisfy The key result is Lemma 3 below, which says that, for a clever choice of a0, a,,...,aM_i, ¡J-(Ak) does not exceed ¡i(Bk) for any operator B such that tt(£") = u" (for all A: = 1,2,...).
Lemma 3. Lei «, ¡u" > 1 and let This proves Theorem 1 for the case when #"is a Hilbert space. If Ä"is not a Hilbert space, then it is enough to repeat the above construction with the orthonormal basis replaced by a normalized Markushevich basis (see [2] ; the details are left to the reader). D Proof of Theorem 2. We begin by constructing a nuclear normal operator T( M ) exactly as in the previous proof.
Let L be a diagonal normal operator defined by LftJ = r,e(¡;7)/,; with respect to an orthonormal basis {/y}Ji-u where {t¡}°°=x is a denumerable dense subset of (distinct points of) (0,1)\ {rn}™=x and [e(vj)}J'_x is a denumerable dense subset of the unit circle such that p and v¡/vh art irrational for ally and, respectively, for all « + j. Then L is a normal operator, the set of all eigenvalues of Lk is disjoint from the set of all eigenvalues of T(M)k for each k = 1,2,..., and it straightforward to check that 
